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Abstract. Database management systems are highly specialized to efficient-
ly organize and process huge amounts of data in a transactional manner. Dur-
ing the last years, however, database management systems have been evolv-
ing as a central hub for the integration of mostly heterogeneous and autono-
mous data sources to provide homogenized data access. The next step in 
pushing database technology forward to play the role of an information mar-
ketplace is to actively notify registered users about incoming messages or 
changes in the underlying data set. Therefore, notification services may be 
seen as a generic term for subscription systems or, more general, data stream 
systems which both enable processing of standing queries over transient data.
This article gives a comprehensive introduction into the context of notifica-
tion services by outlining their differences to the classical query/response-
based communication pattern, it illustrates potential application areas, and it 
discusses requirements addressing the underlying data management support. 
In more depth, this article describes the core concepts of the PubScribe
project thereby choosing three different perspectives. From a first perspec-
tive, the subscription process and its mapping onto the primitive publish/sub-
scribe communication pattern is explained. The second part focuses on a hy-
brid subscription data model by describing the basic constructs from a struc-
tural as well as an operational point of view. Finally, the PubScribe
notification service project is characterized by a storage and processing mod-
el based on relational database technology.
To summarize, this contribution introduces the idea of notification services 
from an application point of view by inverting the database approach and 
dealing with persistent queries and transient data. Moreover, the article pro-
vides an insight into database technology, which must be exploited and 
adopted to provide a solid base for a scalable notification infrastructure, us-
ing the PubScribe project as an example.

1 Introduction

The technological development in recent years has created an infrastructure which en-
ables us to gather and store almost everything that can be recorded. However, the stored 
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data gets frequently lost in the existing varieties of databases. The main reason is that 
nobody is willing to browse multiple databases and specifically search these databases 
for certain entries. 

Multiple methods from a database-technological point of view are trying to lever-
age this very general problem. The context of information integration [26] tries to come 
up with an either logically (multi-database systems or virtual database systems) or phys-
ically integrated data set, often seen in data warehouse environments [16]. From a more 
application-oriented point of view, methods and techniques coming from the area of 
knowledge discovery in databases try to generate hypotheses which might be of some 
interest for the users of the data set. The real benefit of this approach is that a user may 
specifically focus on these results as a starting point for an interactive analysis [10, 19, 
9].

A completely different approach is taken when inverting the current way of inter-
acting with databases by moving from a system-centric to a data-centric behavior [22, 
23]. The query-based approach follows the request/response paradigm, where the user 
(or client) is posing a query and the (database) system tries to execute the query as fast 
as possible. The result is delivered via basic interfaces (like ODBC, JDBC, or CLI) to 
the user’s application context. Fig. 1a illustrates this interaction pattern with database 
management systems on the one side acting as data providers and clients on the other 
side acting as data consumers. Both parties are in a close relationship with each another, 
i.e. every client has to know the location and the context of the specific database.

1.1 Publish/Subscribe as the Base for Notification Systems

Inverting the "request/response" idea leads to the communication pattern very well 
known as "publish/subscribe" [5], which is used in various situations. For example, 
publish/subscribe is utilized in software engineering as a pattern [12] to connect indi-
vidual components. In the same vein, publish/subscribe may be used to build a data-cen-
tric notification service. Notification services consist of publishers, subscribers, and fi-
nally, a (logically single) notification brokering system. Fig. 1b gives a conceptual 
overview of the scenario. On the one side, publishing systems (or publishers) are acting 
as data providers, generating information and sending data notifications to the broker-
ing component as soon as the information is available. Notifications are collected, trans-
formed into a pre-defined or pre-registered schema and merged into a global database. 
Depending on the type of subscriptions (section 3.1), notifications may remain in the 
database only for the time span required to notify interested subscribers.

On the other side, subscribers—acting as data consumers—are registering "inter-
est" (information template, profile, ...) providing the delivery of certain notifications us-
ing specific formats and protocols with a pre-defined frequency. The notion of interest 
is manifold and will be further discussed in the following section. Furthermore, query 
specification and result transmission are decoupled from a subscriber’s point of view. 
Once a query is formulated, the user is no longer in contact with the notification system 
but receives a notification only if new messages of interest have arrived at the database 
system or if a given time interval has passed. The advantage for the user is tremendous: 
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once a query (in form of a subscription) is specified, the user does not have to wait for 
the answer of the query, because the result will be delivered automatically according to 
the pre-defined delivery properties.

Obviously, publisher and subscriber are roles associated with certain applications 
or (human) users implying that, for example, received notification messages may be 
forwarded to another notification system. In this scenario, a single component is then 
acting as subscriber and publisher at the same time. The benefit of notification services 
from an application point of view consists in the following facts:

• Data providers and data consumers are decoupled and do not know each other—the
connection is purely data-driven.

• Profiles articulating a subscriber’s interest allow (depending on the current system)
a very detailed specification of the requested piece of information.

• Information is delivered only if certain delivery criteria are fulfilled. Therefore, no-
tification systems may be regarded as a core mechanism to tackle the problem of a
general information flood.

1.2 Data-Centric Versus System-Centric Data Delivery

From a database point of view, notification services exhibit properties which have a dra-
matic impact on the way data is treated and queries are executed. Fig. 2 illustrates the 
basic principle of the different prerequisites compared to the request/response-driven 
querying model. While database queries are executed within transactions and therefore 
isolated from each other, the notification evaluation queries are now clustered together 
and executed simultaneously [27, 20], thus decreasing the overall query run time and 

a) "request/response" paradigm b) "publish/subscribe" paradigm

Fig. 1 Comparison of "Request/Response" and "Publish/Subscribe" Paradigm
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increasing the overall capacity of a notification system. Obviously, handling thousands 
of subscriptions within a single system requires specific support from a database system 
[30, 3, 20].

To put it in a nutshell, the main difference from a database point of view consists in 
the fact that data structures no longer reflect the main object of management. In con-
trast, queries are now efficiently stored, indexed, and transformed, providing the basis 
for optimizations with regard to the set of standing queries, which have to be applied to 
the stream of incoming event messages. Furthermore, a notification system may com-
prise multiple local (and only partially integrated) schemas according to the registration 
of the publisher. Because a publisher may come and go, the set of local schemas is high-
ly volatile, implying an integration process either on-the-fly during the registration of a 
standing query or partially by the user itself.

1.3 Application Scenarios

In most application scenarios, notification systems can be seen as an add-on and not as 
a full substitute for a regular query-driven database management system. Notification 
systems are used in applications requiring a pro-active propagation of information to 
specific consumers. In the following, three very different application scenarios are dis-
cussed:

• News service
A very popular and already prospering service implementing a very limited kind of
notification technique may be seen in news services, which send e-mails or short
messages containing abstracts of various news articles on a regular basis (one of the
first was [35] followed by many others like [25]). The functionality of news notifi-
cation services highly varies from system to system. For instance, notifications could
depend only on time stamps or time periods since the last delivery, or they might be
based on the evaluation of specified predicates within subscription templates. For ex-
ample, a notification can be generated if the stock price of IBM reaches a certain val-
ue. Simple news services are often synonymous to the "push service" of documents.

a) "request/response" paradigm b) "publish/subscribe" paradigm

Fig. 2 Query-driven vs. Data-driven Execution
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• Business intelligence applications
Combining the idea of a notification service and the concept of data warehousing
[16] leads to the pro-active support of decision support systems. A data warehouse
system provides an integrated, long-term, and logically centralized database to re-
trieve information necessary for decision support, supply chain management, cus-
tomer relationship management, etc. Due to the nature of data warehousing, these da-
tabase applications exhibit specific characteristics with regard to data volume, up-
date characteristics, and aggregation-oriented organization of data. Information
stored in a data warehouse are usually exploited by using pre-defined reports printed
on a regular basis, by interactive exploration using standard OLAP tools, or by ex-
portation into special statistical software packages . In such a scenario, for example,
all sales orders are flowing through a notification system. The system keeps track of
the sold products of a certain category within a specific region and can automatically
re-order the required products. This application domain highly correlates with the at-
tempt of building active data warehouse systems. Notification systems are a neces-
sary requisite.

• Production monitoring
Notification systems in the small (also called streaming systems) are able to monitor
the manufacturing quality of a machine within a long assembly line. The streaming
system has to ensure that incoming event notifications are analyzed and evaluated
against the set of standing queries within a certain period of time. If tolerances are
too high or if a pattern of irregular behavior within the assembly line is discovered,
notification messages are sent out to slow or shut down some machines.
It can be seen that notification services, on the one hand, cover a broad spectrum of

applications and, on the other hand, exhibit a strong impact on the evaluation strategies 
for answering multiple standing queries. Moreover, the application areas shown above 
motivate the classification of notification systems into the following two classes:

• Subscription systems
A subscription system is used to evaluate a huge number of potentially complex-
structured standing queries on incoming data. In comparison to the characteristics of
a data stream system, each publication reflects an isolated action, i.e. publications of
a single publisher are (except for the schema) not related to each other—which espe-
cially holds for their time stamps. Typical publications, for example, may consist of
large XML documents [32].

• Data stream systems
A data stream system is used to analyze continuous streams of data typically coming
from data sensors. Publications usually arrive periodically and comprise single indi-
vidual values (like temperature values).
In the following, we focus on subscription systems which typically require more ad-

vanced functionality from a modeling as well as an architectural point of view as pro-
posed for example in [31]. For further information on application scenarios in the con-
text of data stream technology, we refer our readers to [15, 2, 6, 4]. Notification systems 
and subscription systems are therefore used synonymously.
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1.4 Structure of the Contribution

The remainder of this contribution is focusing on the notification management system 
PubScribe, which aims to build a notification system solely based on the publish/sub-
scribe communication pattern and exploits advanced database technology. Therefore, 
the following section outlines the basic characteristics of PubScribe in the context of a 
general architecture and communication pattern scheme. Section 3 then discusses the 
subscription data model used by PubScribe, which will be mapped to a processing mod-
el in section 4. Section 5 finally summarizes and closes the contribution with an outlook 
on further work to be done in this context.

2 General Architecture and Characteristics

In this section, we identify and explain a number of different characteristics, which ap-
ply to the family of notification systems, and provide a general overview of the compo-
nents required to build a notification system.

2.1 General Architecture

A notification system basically consists of three major components (back-end, front-
end, and brokering component), which can be seen in Fig. 3. In general, a notification 
system accepts event messages and cleans, transforms, and combines these messages 
with other data available to the notification system. Finally, individual notification mes-
sages are generated and delivered to the consumer, i.e. subscriber. The general struc-
tures and their functions are as follows:

• Event message provider
The component of an event message provider accepts incoming event messages and
transforms them into a shape which can be processed by the underlying notification
engine (similar to wrapper technology as described in [26]). Usually, each message
is decomposed into multiple rows spread over multiple relational database tables. In
Fig. 3, an event message provider exists for XML documents, for the result of SQL
statements (e.g. in the context of the execution of stored procedures), and for a ser-
vice that periodically crawls specific web sites to retrieve data and propagate them
to the notification system. The output of an event message goes into a message table,
which is exploited by the subscription system.

• Notification message delivery component
The notification message delivery component extracts the results provided by the no-
tification engine and creates appropriate notification messages, personalized either
for a human user or—according to a given message schema—for an application as
consumer. Fig. 3 depicts three different delivery handlers to forward notification
messages via the HTTP-protocol for web access, the SMTP-protocol for use of elec-
tronic mail, and a generic file protocol to store messages in a regular file.
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More sophisticated push-based delivery methods require either an adequate network 
infrastructure or a cooperating client software. Whenever pushing data to a client is 
not directly supported by the underlying transport protocols (i.e. TCP, HTTP, ...), 
push services are implemented in an extended pull style. In this case, a specific piece 
of software is running in the background on the client side, permanently polling for 
new information, and thus, pretending a server push to the client. Such strategies are 
called smart pull or pull++. Another technique for simulating push is server-initiated 
pull. In this case, the server sends a short notification to the client stating that there 
is new data ready for delivery. The client then downloads the notification message 
using a regular pull operation. It is worth mentioning here that a notification service 
which is logically based on the publish/subscribe paradigm can be implemented us-
ing push as well as pull techniques for data delivery.

• Notification brokering component / notification engine
The central piece of a notification system consists of the brokering component which
is tightly integrated into an underlying database engine to efficiently answer the reg-
istered standing queries for incoming messages. Because the event message provider
and the notification message delivery component are of little interest from a database
perspective, we focus on the brokering component in the remainder of this contribu-
tion.

2.2 General Communication Pattern

Within the PubScribe system we pursue a communication pattern on two different lev-
els. From a user (publisher and subscriber) point of view, the notification service con-
sists of five service primitives, as depicted in Fig. 4.

In a very first step, publishers are requested to register their publications at the no-
tification system (REGISTER primitive), which will set off the initiation of the appro-
priate event message provider and the creation of the appropriate message tables for this 
specific publishing component. Even more important, each publisher must submit a 
schema definition of the proposed messages. After registration, publishers use the pub-
lish/service primitive to submit event messages for further processing.

Fig. 3 General Architecture of a Notification System
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On the subscriber side, a potential user may issue an INQUIRE primitive to learn 
about publishers currently present and their local schemas. The consumer may then de-
cide to place a subscription (standing query) based on their schemas including start, 
stop, and delivery conditions (section 3.1) using the SUBSCRIBE primitive. Once a no-
tification message is ready, the notification message delivery component is using the 
NOTIFY primitive on the consumer side to deliver the result.

On a lower (communication) level, describing the interaction mechanisms of differ-
ent components within a network of notification systems, the PubScribe system applies 
the publish/subscribe paradigm and maps the five service primitives on the application 
level to the publish/subscribe communication pattern. The REGISTER and INQUIRE 
primitives are mapped onto a so-called one-shot publish/subscribe pattern, implying 
that a subscription is only valid as long as a single notification message has not arrived. 
More interestingly, the PUBLISH and SUBSCRIBE/NOTIFY primitives are also trans-
lated into a publish/subscribe pattern. After registering, the PubScribe notification sys-
tem subscribes at the publisher and places a subscription to ask for event messages. The 
PUBLISH primitive on the application level then corresponds to the PUBLISH primi-
tive on the communication level. Similarly, the SUBSCRIBE primitive of a consumer 
is mapped to the SUBSCRIBE primitive at the lower level, and the NOTIFY primitive 
is treated as a PUBLISH primitive issued by the notification delivery component (tak-
ing on the role of a publisher with regard to the subscriber).

2.3 Classification of Notification Systems

As a final consideration with regard to the general perspective of notification systems, 
we provide some properties which might be used to classify the very broad set of noti-
fication systems. It is worth mentioning that these properties are not completely orthog-

Fig. 4 Communication Pattern in Publish/Subscribe-Notification Systems

Publisher Subscriber
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onal to each other, i.e. certain combinations may not make that much sense from an ap-
plication point of view.

Document-Based Versus Data-Stream-Based Notification Systems
The most distinctive feature of a notification system lies in the differentiation between 
document-based and data-stream-based characteristics. In the context of document-
based systems, each message consists of an individual entity and is treated separately 
from every other message. Especially the "birth" of the message in a document-based 
environment is not related to the "birth" of other messages of the same publisher. This 
means that from an application point of view, there is no system-relevant correlation of 
the publication of individual messages. Typical examples of document-based notifica-
tion systems are news tickers that report on current developments.

The other extreme is characterized by data streams. In this case, the publication of 
a message happens periodically in the sense that a message does not reflect an individ-
ual entity, but is comprised of on-going data either to complete or to bring the current 
state up-to-date. In the former case, data is added to the message, while in the latter case, 
data is overwritten, thus implying that the notification system holds the most current 
state with regard to some real-life object. An example for streaming systems is the con-
trol procedure of an assembly line, where sensors are reporting the current state of a ma-
chine on a periodic basis [7, 29].

PubScribe, which serves as an example within this contribution, is a classic repre-
sentative of a document-based notification system. Streaming systems dealing with an 
infinite set of tuples are not discussed. The reader is referred to excellent literature like 
[15, 24, 3, 14] that focuses on this topic from an architectural point of view.

Time-Driven Versus Data-Driven Notifications
The second characteristic with regard to information delivery is the classification of the 
kind of "event" which has to happen in order for a notification to be sent out to the cli-
ent. Notifications are either dispatched periodically after a specified amount of time or 
they are initiated due to a data-driven event. A typical example for the first case is to 
send out an electronic newsletter every day at 6 p.m. A new letter (or a collection of 
accumulated single news articles) is simply sent out after another 24 hours have passed. 
Alternatively, a subscriber may be interested in getting notified by the notification sys-
tem aperiodically, i.e. only when a certain event occurs, e.g. a certain stock value passes 
a certain threshold. Data-driven events are usually connected to insert or update opera-
tions in the underlying database and result in aperiodic notifications. They are closely 
related to the trigger concept of active and relational database systems [21]. In practice, 
the combination of both notification modes is most interesting. For example, a user 
might want to be informed immediately if the IBM stock falls below a certain value, and 
additionally, get a weekly summary for its performance throughout the week.

Full Update Versus Incremental Update
For the subscription management system, it is important to know what to do with data 
which was already received by the client through a previous delivery. In case of a thin 
client like a simple web browser without any application logic and local storage capac-
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ity, the server always has to deliver a full update to the client. However, if the client is 
only interested in the current value of a business figure, e.g. a certain stock value, or if 
it is able to combine the values already received with the latest value on its own, the 
server system should choose an incremental update strategy, i.e. it will only send the 
delta changes and thus save network bandwidth and perhaps server memory as well. 
The combination of complex-structured context and the required functionality of delta 
propagation leads, for example, to the hybrid data model proposed within PubScribe
(section 3.2).

3 Subscription Message Data Model

In this section, we briefly outline the underlying data model and the operators used to 
formulate standing queries. These operators are then subject of optimization and map-
pings to relational database systems, which will be shown in the subsequent section.

3.1 Types and Conditions of Subscriptions

From a theoretical point of view, a subscription may be represented as a mathematical 
function which is not yet saturated, i.e. the result of this function is still being computed 
or, in other words, the data which the computation of the function is based on is either 
not yet complete or changing over time. The bottom line for subscription systems from 
a database perspective is that a user registers a query once and regularly receives a no-
tification of the query result derived from the actual state of the underlying data set. 
Therefore, the query may be considered the "body" of a subscription, which is subject 
to evaluation, if a corresponding delivery condition is met. Furthermore, subscriptions 
are instantiated, if corresponding opening conditions are satisfied. Analogously, sub-
scriptions are removed from the system, if the present closing conditions evaluate to 
true.

Different Types of Subscriptions
The set of subscriptions can be classified into feasible and non- or not yet feasible sub-
scriptions. A subscription on "the highest prime number twins" may be an example for 
a not-yet feasible subscription, because it is (still) unknown whether such numbers exist 
at all. Obviously, we have to restrict ourselves to feasible subscriptions. Moreover, we 
are able to classify these types of subscriptions in more detail from a data point of view 
into the following three categories:

• Snapshot subscriptions
A snapshot [1] subscription may be answered by referring only to the currently valid
information, i.e. the answer may be retrieved by processing only the most current
message of a publisher. Snapshot subscriptions require "update-in-place" semantics.
Example: A subscription regarding the current weather conditions only refers to the
last available information. Old data is no longer of interest.
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• Ex-nunc (’from now on’) subscriptions
Ex-nunc subscriptions are based on a set of messages. This set of messages is con-
structed starting from an empty set at the time of the registration of a subscription.
Example: Computing the value of a three-hour moving average of a stock price
starts with a single value for the first hour, the average of two values for the second
hour, and the average of three values for all other hours.

• Ex-tunc (’starting in the past’) subscriptions
Ex-tunc subscriptions are based on data from the past plus current information.
Example: A subscription of the cumulative sum of trading information of a specific
stock needs an initial overall sum, which can be maintained using new messages.

The PubScribe system supports (classic) snapshot-based, ex-nunc and ex-tunc subscrip-
tions. To provide ex-tunc subscriptions, the system has to implement an initial evalua-
tion mechanism, which provides feedback to the user on whether or not this specific 
subscription with the specified requirements can be instantiated. 

Condition Evaluation Semantics
The evaluation of a subscription query (body of a subscription) is controlled by condi-
tions. The PubScribe system uses the following three conditions to control the execu-
tion and delivery of a result of a subscription:

• Opening condition
A subscription becomes active, i.e. the body and the following two conditions are in-
stantiated as soon as the opening condition is satisfied the first time.

• Closing condition
A subscription is removed from the system as soon as this condition evaluates to true.

• Delivery condition
If and only if the delivery condition evaluates to true, the body of the subscription
gets updated, i.e. messages which have arrived since the last delivery are "merged"
into the current state of the subscription.

Once the opening condition is satisfied, the delivery and closing conditions are evalu-
ated. If the delivery condition is satisfied, the subscription body is evaluated and the re-
sult is delivered to the corresponding subscriber.

If the closing condition evaluates to true, the subscription is removed from the sys-
tem. It is worth to note here that the system provides "at least once" semantics for the 
execution of a subscription in the context of an initial evaluation for ex-tunc and one-
shot subscriptions: the delivery condition is checked before the closing condition is 
evaluated. Thus, if the delivery condition is satisfied, the subscription body is evaluated 
and delivered before a satisfied closing condition removes the subscription from the 
system.
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3.2 The PubScribe Message Data Structures

The data model of the PubScribe system consists of data structures and operators de-
fined on these structures to formulate standing queries. The very interesting point with-
in the hybrid modeling approach consists in the fact that the model reflects the duality 
of state-based and consumption-based data management by introducing message se-
quences and message sets.

Messages and Message Attributes
The messages produced by registered publishers must follow a message scheme an-
nounced during the registration process of a publisher at the notification management 
system. The scheme of a message M = (H, B) consists of a header H = (H1,...,Hn), a 
(possibly empty) set of header attributes Hi (1 i n), and a message body B = (B1,...,Bm)
with at least one body attribute Bj (1 j m). Header attributes may be seen as an equiv-
alent to primary key attributes in a relational model [8] without the requirement of def-
initeness and minimality. The instances of attributes are valid XML documents [32, 17] 
and must follow an XML-schema [33, 34] definition, locally defined by the publisher. 
Attributes without further structuring are so-called basic or single-level attributes. 
Moreover, complex-structured attributes are not allowed in the header. Fig. 5 shows a 
single message regarding stock information. The complex attribute TRADINGINFO
holds a comment together with the source of the quote.

Message Sets and Message Sequences
Messages of the same type may be collected as sets (unordered with regard to their gen-
eration time) or sequences [28]:

• Message sequence (MSGSEQ)
The data structure of a message sequence holds a list of messages ordered by the ar-
rival time of the message in the system. Each message in a sequence is implicitly ex-
tended by a header attribute ValidTime.

• Set of sequences (MSGSET)
In order to reflect the stable set of information in addition to streaming data, MSG-

StockName StockExchange Price ChangeAbs TradingVolume TradingInfo

<StockName>
Oracle

</Stockname>

<StockExchange>
FSE

</StockExchange>

<Price>
97.50

</Price>

<ChangeAbs>
2.75

</ChangeAbs>

<TradingVolume>
3400

</TradingVolume>

<TradingInfo>
<InfoSource>

W. Lehner
</InfoSource>
<Comment>

buy or die....
</Comment>

</TradingInfo>

header attributes body attributes

Fig. 5 Example for a MSGSET Data Structure
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SET structures represent descriptive data to annotate incoming messages. From a 
logical point of view, a set of sequences reflects a consistent and (for that specific 
moment) complete state at every point in time.

Sample Scenario
Throughout the remainder of this contribution, a consistent example refers to a stock 
notification system about current trends, news, comments, and so on. A publisher 
StockInfo periodically delivers information about the current stock price added to a 
MEGSEQ structure. A second producer publishes comments on a fully incremental ba-
sis (section 2.3), i.e. the set of messages always reflects the current opinion of the pub-
lisher. Obviously, the messages go into a MSGSET structure. Fig. 5 shows an instance 
of the StockInfo publisher; Fig. 6 holds an example for a MSGSET regarding comments 
and rankings.

3.3 The PubScribe Message Operators

The data structure may be used by operators to specify complex queries. Fig. 7 illus-
trates the data model and the underlying message operators to formulate a subscription. 
Within this query, only 5-star-ranked stocks after a join are considered. Based on the 
trading information, a dynamic window operation of size 3 is defined. Finally the aver-
age and the total volumes are computed as a result for the user.

The different operators are only sketched within this context. The reader is referred 
to [18] and [19] for a detailed description and a more comprehensive example:

• Filter operator
The FILTER() operator is defined for header attributes. Hence, the resulting data
structure holds only messages with values in the header attributes satisfying a given
predicate. A selection criterion is restricted to conjunctive predicates without nega-
tion. Each predicate only contains the operators =, < , > and ~= for textual attributes.
Example:

  [InterestedStocks]  FILTER(StockName IN (’Oracle’, ’IBM’))[StockInfo]

• Attribute migration operator
The attribute migration (SHIFT()-) operator allows the transition of a body attribute
to the set of header attributes. The new header attribute must be of an atomic type. A
good example for attribute migration is the definition of groups. For example, an

Fig. 6 Example for a MSGSET Data Structure

StockName Ranking Comment

<StockName>
Oracle

</Stockname>

<Ranking>
****

</Ranking>

<Comment>
Oracle is a member of the NASDAQ since ...

</Comment>

<StockName>
IBM

</Stockname>

<Ranking>
*****

</Ranking>

<Comment>
IBM has a long tradition and ....

</Comment>
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EVAL() operator extracts the month out of a time stamp stored in a body attribute. 
The SHIFT()-operator moves the newly created attribute to the set of header at-
tributes providing a way to identify values on a monthly basis.

• Internal message computation
The EVAL()-operator is used to perform computations within a single message. In
fact, the model distinguishes three categories of internal message operators:

The first category includes all regular binary scalar functions like PLUS(), MI-
NUS(), MULT(), DIV() and equality operators (GREATER(), ...). Additionally, 
the class comprises a set of calendar functions like YEAR(), MONTH(), DAY(). 
The following example returns the relative change based on the current price, the 
price difference, and the turnover.
[ExtendedStockInfo]  EVAL(Price, TradingVolume, 

ChangeRel:DIV(ChangeAbs, MINUS(Price, ChangeAbs)),
Turnover:MULT(Price, TradingVolume))[StockInfo]

The second category holds aggregation functions like MIN(), MAX(), SUM(), and 
COUNT() which are usually used in combination with the COLLAPSE() operator 
(see below).
The third category encompasses all operators used to work on the content of com-
plex-structured attributes. EXTRACT() is used to extract pieces of complex-struc-
tured attribute values. COMBINE() does the opposite: it merges two complex-
structured attribute values to a new attribute value. 
[ExtractedStockInfo]  

EVAL(CommentList:EXTRACT(Comment, TradingInfoList),
InfoSourceList:EXTRACT(InfoSource, TradingInfoList))[StockInfo]

(StockName, StockExchange),

MvgAvgPrice:DIV(MvgSumPrice, MvgCountPrice),

([StockName, StockExchange], ([StockName],
[Price, TradingVolume, TradingInfo])

MvgSumPrice:SUM(PriceGroup),

VolumeGroup:MESSAGES(CURRENT-3, CURRENT:TradingVolume))
(PriceGroup MESSAGES(CURRENT-3, CURRENT:Price),

MvgCountPrice:COUNT(PriceGroup),
MvgSumTradingVolume:SUM(PriceGroup)

([StockName, StockExchange],
[MvgAvgPrice, MvgSumTradingVolume])

Fig. 7 Example for a Subscription Body

MERGE

FILTER (Ranking ~=’****’)

WINDOW

StockInfo StockRanking

[Ranking, Comment])

EVAL

EVAL MvgSumTradingVolume

SWITCH
delivery
condition
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The identity function can be seen as a special form of one of these two operators. 
The syntax is abbreviated by just listing the attribute names.

• Generation of static groups
The COLLAPSE() operator allows the definition of static (or: partitioning) groups
with regard to a set of header attributes of a MSGSET or MSGSEQ structure. The
following example groups message entries by the name of the stock value:

GroupedStockInfo COLLAPSE((StockName), 
(TradingVolumeGroup:TradingVolume,
 TradingInfoGroup:TradingInfo))[StockInfo]

The result of a COLLAPSE() operator consists of head attributes (first parameter) 
and set body attributes (second parameter). A succeeding aggregation step has to 
be done explicitly by calling an EVAL() operator. The following expression com-
putes the total sum as well as the number of contributing messages based on the 
attribute TradingVolumeGroup. Other attributes are not affected by this opera-
tion.
SumStockInfo EVAL(TradingVolumeSum:SUM(TradingVolumeGroup),

TradingVolumeCount:COUNT(TradingVolumeGroup),
TradingInfoGroup)[GroupedStockInfo]

Furthermore, in contrast to the following dynamic group generation, the static 
groups are defined without regard to time or any other ordering characteristics.

• Generation of dynamic groups
The main idea of dynamic grouping is that entities (i.e. messages) are grouped by a
certain order and not by specific values. This implies that the definition of the WIN-
DOW() operator is only based on MSGSEQ structures. The group definition can be
performed either according to the number of messages or according to a time inter-
val. The following example illustrates the effect of the operator, by defining an open
window ranging from the first to the current entry and a sliding window covering all
entries within a symmetrical 90-minutes slot:

[WindowedStockInfo] WINDOW((StockName),
(TrVolOpenWindow:

MESSAGES(BEGIN:CURRENT, TradingVolume),
 TrVolClosedWindows:

TIMESTAMPS(-45.00:+45.00, TradingVolume)) )
[StockInfo]

Analogously to the principle of static groups, dynamic groups have to be evalu-
ated using an additional EVAL() operator, e.g.:
[MvgSumStockInfo] EVAL(TrVolCumSum:SUM(TrVolOpenWindow),

TrVolMvgSum:SUM(TrVolClosedWindow) )
 [WindowedStockInfo]

• Merge operator
A merge operator joins two data structures of potentially different type and forms a
new structure. Because this operator is crucial for the creation of more sophisticated
results, it is described explicitly below.
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• Switch operator
The special switch operator returns NULL as long as the control input (right input in
Fig. 10) representing the condition testing is FALSE. Otherwise, the switch operator
returns the messages from the data input. The SWITCH() operator is used to imple-
ment the test of various conditions.

Merging Two Message Data Structures
Within the PubScribe data model, a merge approach is applied relying on positions and 
values. Content-based joins are possible whenever a MSGSET is involved. A positional 
join is used to merge two MSGSEQ structures with multiple different join semantics. 
The non-commutative MERGE() operator implies four combinations as outlined below:

• Join of messages in MSGSET structures
This case is comparable to a natural join in the relational model. More important,
however, is the distinction between symmetric and asymmetric joins. In the first
case, both messages exhibit the same set of header attributes. In the second case, one
partner holds a superset of header attributes. If H1  H2, H2  H1 with H1  H2 
holds, then the join is not defined; otherwise:

SET(H1, B1  B2)  SET1(H1, B1)  SET2(H2, B2)
with the join condition:

(h2 h  H1) h1 = h2

• Join of messages in MSGSEQ with messages of MSGSET structures
This cross-structural join reflects the most important join in notification systems; in-
coming messages are enriched with additional information coming from relational
sources using outer join semantics. If the set of header attributes in the MSGSET
structure H2 is not a subset of the header attributes of the MSGSEQ structure H1, the
join is not defined; otherwise:

SEQ(H1 {ValidTime}, B1 B2)  SEQ(H1 {ValidTime},B1)  SET(H2, B2)
with the join condition independent of the time stamp attribute:

(h2 h  H1) h1 = h2

• Join of messages in MSGSET with messages of MSGSET structures
Joins between messages from sets enriched with messages from sequences are not
defined.

• Join of messages in MSGSEQ structures
In addition to a join between messages of MSGSET structures, a positional join with
H2  H1 is defined as follows:

SEQ(H1  {MAX(ValidTime1, ValidTime2)}, B1  B2) 
SEQ(H1  {ValidTime1}, B1)  SEQ(H2  {ValidTime2}, B2)

The new message has the same valid time as the younger join partner. The join 
condition may be denoted as

(h2 h  H1) h1 = h2 and (ValidTime1, ValidTime2).
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The -operator implies a huge variety of possible bindings. Fig. 8 shows multiple 
situations to find a join partner for a specific message M. A pointwise join fea-
tures the following variations:
- nearest neighbor: candidate with the minimal distance to the message
(M4 in Fig. 8)

- next recent: candidate with the minimal timely forward distance (M5)
- most recent: candidate with the highest time stamp values (M8)
Additionally, interval joins are defined within the PubScribe data model to com-
bine a single message with potentially multiple messages coming from the partner 
sequence:
- all more recent: set of messages with a valid time equal to or younger than the
one of the reference message. In Fig. 8, message M would be combined with mes-
sages M5 to M8.
- all: a resulting message is produced for all members of the candidate sequence.
The following example shows a join between a MSGSEQ and a MSGSET; cur-
rent stock prices, etc. are complemented by comments and rankings coming from
a different source.
RankedStockInfo MERGE()[EVAL(Price, TradingVolume)[StockInfo],

   EVAL(Ranking)[StockRanking]]
The set of operators provides a solid base for a user to specify very complex de-

scriptions (see table in the appendix for an overview). The notification system has to 
accept all feasible subscriptions and perform optimizations based on these structures. 
The processing model is outlined in the following section.

Fig. 8 Different Semantics for SEQ-SEQ Joins

Time

(M, M4) mit T = T(M)

M8M7M6M5M4M3M2M1

M

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8
t’

’nearest neighbor’:

’most recent’:

’next recent’:

’all more recent’:

’all ’:

(M, M8) mit T = T(M8)

(M, M5) mit T = T(M5)

(M, M5) mit T = T(M5)
(M, M6) mit T = T(M6)
(M, M7) mit T = T(M7)
(M, M8) mit T = T(M8)
(M, M1) mit T = T(M)
(M, M2) mit T = T(M)
(M, M3) mit T = T(M)
(M, M4) mit T = T(M)
(M, M5) mit T = T(M5)
(M, M6) mit T = T(M6)
(M, M7) mit T = T(M7)
(M, M8) mit T = T(M8)
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4 Subscription Processing Model

Using the set of operators and the structure, this section outlines the processing model 
of the PubScribe notification system, subdivided into a structural and an operational 
part.

4.1 Structural Layout and Processing Phases

The overall goal of the proposed PubScribe approach is to clearly decouple incoming 
messages from the resulting notifications as much as possible, and thus, to enable the 
notification system to optimize the processing of the subscriptions by operator cluster-
ing [27] and materialization [13]. As an underlying storage (!) model, PubScribe uses 
the relational model [8] and maps each message to a single row in a table. The system 
comprises multiple processing stages, each using different sets of tables as outlined be-
low (Fig. 9):

• Integration phase
Event messages are stored in message staging tables, where they are kept in their
original (received) form. In a preliminary step, single messages may be integrated
into base tables via join or split. Several options are possible: a message contributes
to exactly one single base table; a message needs a join partner to generate an entry
for a base table; or a message feeds two or more base tables, i.e. the content of a mes-
sage is split into multiple entries in the base tables.

base tables subscription generalized
staging tables subscription

propagate apply
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Fig. 9 PubScribe Message Processing Model
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The generation of notification messages is subdivided into three phases, which are 
introduced to share as much work as possible. For the coordination of this huge data 
pipeline, the system additionally introduces two sets of temporary tables:

• Subscription staging tables
The purpose of staging tables is to keep track of all changes to the base tables, which
are not yet completely considered by all dependent subscriptions. It is worth to men-
tion here that a system may have multiple staging tables, and each staging table cov-
ers only these subscriptions which do only exhibit a lossless join. Lossy joins are de-
layed to the propagate or apply phase.

• Generalized subscription tables
A generalized subscription table serves as basis for the computations of the notifica-
tions for multiple subscriptions (i) referring to the same set of base tables (at least a
portion of them) and (ii) exhibiting similar delivery constraints. Each subscription
may either be directly answered from a generalized subscription table, or retrieved
from the generalized subscription table with either a join to another generalized sub-
scription table or a back-join to the original base table. It is worth to note here that it
must be ensured that the state of the base tables is the same as the state at the propa-
gation time of the currently considered message.
It is important to understand that subscription staging tables are organized from a

data perspective, whereas the set of generalized subscription tables is organized accord-
ing to delivery constraints, thus providing the borderline from incoming to outgoing da-
ta.

• Propagation phase
Comparable to the context of incremental maintenance of materialized views [13],
the PubScribe system exhibits a second phase of propagating the changes from base
tables to a temporary staging area. The resulting data is already aligned with the
schema of the outgoing message, i.e. the relational peers of message operators (joins,
selections, projections, and aggregation operations) have already been applied to the
delta information. We have to mention here that the propagation appears immediate-
ly after the update of the base table.

• Apply phase
The staging table holds accrued delta information from multiple updates. This se-
quence of delta information is collapsed, implying that the primary key condition is
satisfied again and the resulting data is applied to one or more generalized subscrip-
tion tables. In this phase, subscriptions exhibiting lossy joins are combined from en-
tries of multiple staging tables or a back-join to the base tables. The result of the ap-
ply phase is picked up by the notification message delivery component and propa-
gated to the subscriber.
Subdividing the process of subscription evaluation into multiple independent phas-

es implies that the system has a huge potential for optimization. The basic strategies and 
the mapping to a relational query language are demonstrated below.
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4.2 Subscription Optimization and Relational Mapping

The optimization of subscription evaluation during the compilation is again subdivided 
into two phases. The first phase of local restructurings aims at the generation of a better 
execution plan using mechanisms restricted to the individual subscription. In this phase, 
the basic idea of optimizing relational queries is transferred to the subscription data 
model. A partially more important goal of this phase consists of generating a normal 
form, which reflects the working platform for the following inter-subscription optimi-
zation process. Fig. 10 shows a subscription plan with the same sub-expression before 
(left branch) and after (right branch) the local restructuring. The local operators FIL-
TER(), EVAL(), and SHIFT() are pushed down to the leaf nodes.

The global subscription restructuring phase (second phase) targets the identification 
and exploitation of common sub-expressions by merging a newly registered subscrip-
tion into an existing subscription network (first ideas published as Rete network in 
[11]). The merging process relies on the concept of building compensations. For exam-

((StockName, StockExchange),
Price200Win:MESSAGES(-200:CURRENT, Price))

(Price200Sum:SUM(Price200Win),
Price200Cnt:COUNT(Price200Win))

(Price200Avg:DIV(Price200Sum, Price200Cnt))

WINDOW

EVAL

EVAL

StockRankingStockInfo

(Ranking = ’*****’)

(Price, MsgTime:TIME(ValidTime))

(MsgTime=’19:30’)

(MsgTime)

((StockName, StockExchange),
Price30Win:MESSAGES(-30:CURRENT, Price))

(Price30Sum:SUM(Price30Win),
Price30Cnt:COUNT(Price30Win))

(Price30Avg:DIV(Price30Sum, Price30Cnt))

MERGE

FILTER

EVAL

SHIFT

FILTER

WINDOW

EVAL

EVAL

MERGE

EVAL (Price30Avg, Price200Avg,
PriceFlag:SMALLER(Price30Avg, Price200Avg))

SHIFT (PriceFlag)

FILTER (PriceFlag = TRUE)

SWITCH

...

StockRanking

StockInfo

(Price, MsgTime:TIME(ValidTime))

(MsgTime=’19:30’)

(MsgTime)

EVAL

SHIFT

FILTER

MERGE

FILTER (Ranking = ’*****’)

Fig. 10 Local Restructuring of PubScribe Subscriptions
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ple, if two expressions are of the same type and exhibit similar parameters, it might be 
worthwhile to compute the most general form of the operator only once and add com-
pensation operators on top of the general form to produce the specific result for each 
consuming operator. Fig. 11 illustrates the process of using the stacks of operators and 
merging them step-by-step. As soon as a single pair matches at a specific level, the gen-
eral form of the new subsuming operator and the two compensation operators for the 
individual subscription query are created. Additionally, the already generated compen-
sations (with the newly created compensation operator and the operaters still to be 
matched on top of it) are now provided with data from the newly created subsuming op-
erator. Obviously, if the operator does not produce all messages required by the lowest 
operator of the compensation, the whole matching procedure for that specific level fails. 
The overall process starts bottom-up and continues as far as possible (ideally up to the 
highest operator). The more similar the subscriptions are, the more operators can be 
shared. To enable pairwise comparison, the general form of the subscription—produced 
in the local restructuring phase—is extremely important.

The general process at a relational level is illustrated in [36, 20]. From the subscrip-
tion-specific standpoint, it is worth to consider each operator regarding the matchability 
characteristic and the necessary compensations. Fig. 12 shows the most important op-
erators and their corresponding compensations. A FILTER() operator regarding a pred-
icate P1 can be replaced by another FILTER() operator with a weaker predicate P2 and 
a compensation consisting again of a FILTER() operator with the original or a reduced 
predicate to achieve the same result.

For a SHIFT() operator, the subsuming operator has to move only a subset of the 
attributes required by the matching candidate, such that the compensation moves the at-
tributes still missing to the header of the message. The EVAL() operator can be easily 
compensated, if the subsuming operator generates all attributes required for the com-
pensation, which introduces the scalar operations. In the case of a COLLAPSE() opera-
tor, a match is only successful, if the group-by attributes exhibit a subset relationship, 
i.e. the subsuming operator generates data at a finer granularity; the final groups can
then be generated within the compensation. This first step is accomplished by a COL-
LAPSE() operator; the alignment of the grouping values requires an additional

already generated
subsuming
operators

already generated
compensations

<op>

<op>

already generated
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already generated
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Fig. 11 Propagation of Multiple Operators
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EVAL::EXTRACT() operator to compensate for the additional nesting within the aggre-
gation attributes.

For dynamic grouping, there is no easy way of building compensations [20]. A 
match is only successfully recorded, if the two parameter sets are equal, i.e. show the 
same window size and window characteristics. For MERGE() operators, a compensa-
tion depends on the similarity of the join predicates and the join type, i.e. the type 
(MSGSEQ or MSGSET) of the join partners. To weaken these restrictions, the join 
characteristics in the case of a MSGSEQ/MSGSEQ join can be exploited using the fol-
lowing partial ordering of the join characteristics:

ALL  (NEXT NEIGHBOR | 
   ALL NEXT RECENT  (MOST RECENT | NEXT RECENT))

For example, a join with NEXT RECENT can be derived from a MERGE() operator 
with join characteristic ALL NEXT RECENT or simply ALL.

After restructuring the subscription query network both locally and globally, the fi-
nal step consists in generating SQL expressions allowing the efficient mapping of the 
operator network onto operators of the relational storage model. Fig. 13 also shows this 
step for the branch next to the StockInfo publisher. In a last and final step, the database 
objects in a relational system are subject of pre-computation, if the corresponding op-
erator in the subscription network has a potentially high number of consumers.

Fig. 13 illustrates the optimization process of a subscription operator network using 
our current example of stock trading information. It can be seen that the lowest two 
blocks (blocks denote relational database objects of either virtual or materialized views) 
of the operator network are the result of the matching process and reflect the set of sub-
suming candidates. The two parallel blocks denote compensations built on top of the 
commonly used query graph.

➢

➢

(P1)

Fig. 12 Rules for Generating Compensations

(P2)

(P1) bzw. (P1 \ P2)...

a) compensation for FILTER()

(X, Y, Z) (X, Y)

(Z)...
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(A:op(X),
(A:op(X), X, Y)

(A, B:op(X,Y))...

c) compensation for EVAL()

B:op(X,Y))
((X, Y),

...

d) compensation for COLLAPSE()

(AGrp:A)) ((X, Y, Z),
(AGrp:A, BGrp:B))

((X, Y),
(ATmp:AGrp))
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EVAL EVAL

EVAL

COLLAPSE COLLAPSE
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5 Summary and Conclusion

Notification systems reflect a special kind of data management systems working like a 
huge data pipeline. Data items (documents) are entering the system, posted in form of 
event messages. Within the system, standing queries (subscriptions) are forming a com-
plex-structured network of specific operators. Messages are routed through the operator 
network in multiple phases and finally arrive as notification messages at the delivery 
component responsible for sending out the messages in any supported format using a 
huge variety of protocols. In order to make these data pipelines work very efficiently 
and support a huge number of standing queries with similar structure, advanced data-
base technology has to be adopted and exploited to a large extent. From a more global 
perspective with a database management system as an information provider, it is safe to 

((StockName, StockExchange),
Price200Win:MESSAGES(-200:CURRENT, Price))

(Price200Sum:SUM(Price200Win),
Price200Cnt:COUNT(Price200Win))

(Price200Avg:DIV(Price200Sum, Price200Cnt))

WINDOW

EVAL

EVAL

((StockName, StockExchange),
Price30Win:MESSAGES(-30:CURRENT, Price))

(Price30Sum:SUM(Price30Win),
Price30Cnt:COUNT(Price30Win))

(Price30Avg:DIV(Price30Sum, Price30Cnt))

WINDOW

EVAL

EVAL

MERGE

EVAL (Price30Avg, Price200Avg,
PriceFlag:SMALLER(Price30Avg, Price200Avg))

SHIFT (PriceFlag)

FILTER (PriceFlag = TRUE)

SWITCH

...

StockRanking

StockInfo

(Price, MsgTime:TIME(ValidTime))

(MsgTime=’19:30’)

(MsgTime)

EVAL

SHIFT

FILTER

MERGE

FILTER (Ranking = ’*****’)

operator blocks for the
relational storage system

CREATE [MATERIALIZED] VIEW V1 AS
  SELECT   StockName, StockExchange,

    Price,
   TIME(ValidTime) AS MsgTime,

     FROM   StockInfo
   WHERE  TIME(MsgTime) = ’19:30:00’

Fig. 13 Generating Subscription Execution Networks
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say that notification systems help the user to efficiently filter the vast amount of avail-
able information to focus only on relevant pieces of information.
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Appendix

Tab. 1 Listing of all PubScribe Operators

Description Operator Specification

filtering X’ FILTER(<attr> [= , ~=, <, >] <val>, 
   <attr> IN (<val1>, ..., <valn>), ...)[X]

attribute migration X’ SHIFT(<attr>, ...)[X]

attibute operator
- scalar operator
- aggregations

operator
- structural

modification
operator

X’ EVAL(<attr>, 
 <attr’>:<scalar-op>(<attr1>[,<attr2>]),
 <attr’>:<aggr-op>(<attr>)

       <attr’>:<attr-op>(<attr1>, <attr2>), ...)[X]
  <scalar-op>  { PLUS, MINUS, MULT, DIV }
  <scalar-o1opd>  { GREATER, SMALLER, EQUAL }
  <scaler-op>  { DATE, YEAR, MONTH, DAY }
  <scaler-op>  { TIME, HOUR, MIN }
  <aggr-op>    { MIN, MAX, SUM, COUNT }
  <attr-op>      { EXTRACT, COMBINE }

static 
group by

X’ COLLAPSE((<attr1>, ..., <attrn>)
  (<attrGrp1>:<attr1>), ...,
  (<attrGrpm>:<attrm>))[X]

dynamic
group by

X’ WINDOW((<attr1>, ..., <attrn>),
  (<attrWin1>:<win-spec>(<start>:<stop>, <attr1>), ...,

        <attrWinm>:<win-spec>(<start>:<stop>, <attrm>))[X]
  <win-spec>  { MESSAGES, TIMESTAMPS }
  <start>  { BEGIN, CURRENT, <int-val>, <time-val>}
  <stop>  { END, CURRENT, <int-val>, <time-val>}

join X’ MERGE(<join-spec>)[X1, X2]
  <join-spec>  { NEXT NEIGHBOR, MOST RECENT, 

        NEXT RECENT, ALL RECENT, ALL }
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